5th Grade Supply List- Big Lake Elementary School

Students in 5th grade are expected to keep track of their OWN supplies. Although we do have group supply bins for some items, students are expected to have the below required items. We will not be using classroom community supplies for the required supplies listed. All supplies should fit in their pencil pouch in their binder, so they can access them at home or school.

**Required Supplies**

- 2” or 3” heavy duty binder (*NO* accordion binders, *NO* Trapper Keepers, *NO* Five Star fabric covered notebooks)
- Heavy duty large zippered pencil pouch (*to put in binder. No pencil boxes*)
- 1 set of 8 Avery Colored Binder Dividers (*unlabeled*)
- College ruled notebook paper (*for personal use, at least 50 pages in binder to start the year*)
- #2 Ticonderoga pencils (*at least 6 pencils in binder to start the year, no mechanical or glossy/designed pencils*)
- 3 glue sticks (*1 in binder to start the year*)
- 2 composition books (*100 pages, NOT spiral*)
- 5 pack highlighters (*5 different colors all in pencil pouch*)
- 4 pack fine tip dry-erase markers (*1-2 in pencil pouch to start the year, basic dark colored; non-neon for individual student white boards*)
- Personal water bottle (*no sinks in classrooms*)
- $5 Agenda fee (*all students must have an Agenda*)
- $5 Art fee

**Optional (For Home Use Only):**

- 24 count colored pencils
- Ruler (*standard and metric measurements*)
- Scissors

**Optional:**

- Hand held pencil sharpener
- Pencil-top erasers or other eraser
- Kleenex
- Hand sanitizer
- Disinfectant wipes

**Students are expected to replenish their supplies throughout the year as needed, as teachers have limited extra supplies in the classroom.**